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Abstract

A plane stationary problem of fracture mechanics is considered for a burning

solid deformable fuel weakened by a crack-visible cavity whose surface burns. It

is assumed that in the vicinity of the technolginal defect (crack-visible cavity)

there are areas of weakened interparticle bondings of the material (of domage)

and on the boundary of the fuel box the conditions of the first basic problem

hold.

Mathematical description of the design model on interaction of the prefrac-

ture areas for opening and development of crack-visible cavity in the burning

fuel is given. Determination of the unknown parameters that define opening and

growth of a crack-visible cavity is reduced to the solution of a system singular

integro-differential equations. Normal and tangential forces in the prefracture

areas and end areas of a crack-visible cavity are found from the solution of this

system. The condition of crack-visible cavity growth is formulated with regard

to ultimate streching of materials bondings.

1. Introduction. Failure of burning solid fuel is the cause of transition of en-

gine’s operation to unsteady mode that leads to explosion.The most probable cause

of engine’s transition to off-design condition is availability of crack-visible defects

in fuel that may lead to unsteady combustion [1, 2]. In this connection there arises

necessity in perfecting the modelling method and working out new design methods

that more completely adequately take into account materials mechanical properties.

2. Problem Statement. To increase safe operation of engine on trajectory,

consider local failure of a body weakened by a crack-visible cavity whose surface

burns. It is assumed that all the reagents of the fuel are uniformly distributed in

solid phase and the combustion reaction products are gaseous. We consider the

times that are small in comparison with typical stress relaxation time in fuel and

with typical fuel heating time because of heatconductivity. On this assumption the

fuel may be considered as brittle and its temperature as constant. We research a

quasistatic process of fuel deformation whose cross section in the plane Oxy occupies

a ring. A model of bridghed crack getting experimental affirmation [3, 5] is used

for composite materials with a polymeric binding when adhesive strength is less

than strength of polymers. We consider a model of a crack with adhesion forces

(bondings) continuously distributed in the narrow end area of the crack (domain

D) and having the given deformation diagram. And the size of this domain is not

known beforehand. Everywhere in sequel, we’ll take boundary conditions from the

surface of crack-visible cavity and domain D to the plane y = 0.




